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Managing Pods in LiveLessonÒ Sessions 

Pods are customizable windows within a LiveLesson room that allow teachers to design and 
arrange their virtual classroom to best meet the needs of their students. Teachers can add, 
name, arrange, and resize pods to create virtual layouts. Customizing pods in a LiveLesson 
session helps students focus on a particular area and creates flexibility for a teacher to create 
chats, share screen and video, and more. 

Creating New Pods 

1. Select the pods drop down icon in the top menu bar to view the available pods. 

 
2. Hover over the available pods and select the Add New option to add a new pod to the 

LiveLesson room. 
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Note: Any pod you create will be saved in your LiveLesson room until you manually delete the 
pod. Having a large number of unused pods will cause your LiveLesson room to run less 
efficiently by slowing down performance; therefore, delete any pods not in use, unless you plan 
to use the pod in an upcoming session. 

Hiding a Pod 

Hide a pod that is not in current use but that you may need to access later.  
 

1. Select the options menu for the specific pod then choose Hide. 

 
2. To retrieve the hidden pod, select the pods drop down icon. 
3. Hover over the type of pod and choose the desired pod. The pod will then be brought 

back into the layout. 
 

Note: A hidden pod is not deleted and will not be deleted until you do so using the Manage 
Pods feature. 

Moving a Pod 

Move a pod by selecting the title bar and dragging the pod to the desired location. 
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Resizing a Pod  

Resize a pod to draw attention to a particular pod. Hover your mouse on any corner of the pod. 
A double-sided arrow will appear to resize the pod. 

Renaming a Pod 

1. Double-click or select the text in the title of the pod.  
2. Add a title by typing in the text box.  
3. Select anywhere on the screen to set the name of the pod. 

 

 
 
Note: Another way to rename a pod or multiple pods at once is by selecting Manage Pods. 
Select the pod you would like to rename then select the edit name icon. Type the new name of 
the pod then select done. 
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Deleting a Pod 

When deleting a pod, any information associated with the pod will be permanently deleted; 
therefore, it is important to save information as needed. Weekly, you should delete pods that 
are no longer in use to increase bandwidth and performance in your LiveLesson room. 
 

1. Select Manage Pods.  
2. Select the trash can icon to delete an individual pod.  
3. Delete multiple pods at once by checking the pods, then selecting the trash icon to 

permanently delete the pod. 

 

Poll Pods 

The results of a poll pod are available in your LiveLesson Home Page reports. After a poll is 
finished, you can delete the pod without losing the data of the results. You can display the 
results of a poll live during a LiveLesson session using numbers, percentages, or both in order 
to best meet the needs of your attendees. 
 

 


